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Abstract—Appliance-specific Load Monitoring (LM)
provides a possible solution to the problem of energy
conservation which is becoming increasingly challenging,
due to growing energy demands within offices and
residential spaces. It is essential to perform automatic
appliance recognition and monitoring for optimal resource utilization. In this paper, we study the use of
non-intrusive LM methods that rely on steady-state
appliance signatures for classifying most commonly used
office appliances, while demonstrating their limitation
in terms of accurately discerning the low-power devices
due to overlapping load signatures. We propose a multilayer decision architecture that makes use of audio
features derived from device sounds and fuse it with
load signatures acquired from energy meter. For the
recognition of device sounds, we perform feature set
selection by evaluating the combination of time-domain
and FFT-based audio features on the state of the art
machine learning algorithms. The highest recognition
performance however is shown by support vector machines, for the device and audio recognition experiments.
Further, we demonstrate that our proposed feature set
which is a concatenation of device audio feature and load
signature significantly improves the device recognition
accuracy in comparison to the use of steady-state load
signatures only.

Keywords;Non-intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM);
energy reduction; energy monitoring; audio features;
Support Vector Machines (SVM)
I. I NTRODUCTION
The energy consumption in residential spaces and
offices is increasing every year [1], which is a growing
concern because the energy resources are limited as
well as it has negative implications on the environment
(e.g. CO2 emissions). As a result, we see recent
initiatives taken by governments across Europe and
USA for the large scale deployment of smart meters for
improved energy monitoring. . Smart meters however
can only measure energy consumption on a house
level granularity, providing little information on the
breakdown of the energy spent. A major challenge is to
acquire appliance-level information, providing details
which appliances have been used, how much they have
consumed as well as when and why they are operated.
Such fine-grained energy monitoring is essential for
providing meaningful information in real-time to the
consumers about their energy consumption behavior,
which requires identification of energy hungry devices.
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But it is still a challenge for appliance-specific LM
solutions to be accurate and cost effective altogether,
especially in the recognition of low-power consumer
appliances. It is because low-cost solutions make use
of steady-state energy consumption characteristics of
the devices in order to recognize them, whereas most
of the low-power consumer appliances have similar
steady-state behavior which makes it difficult to perform reliable automatic load identification. Motivated
by this, in this paper we propose a multi-layer decision
architecture that combines acoustic features and device
steady-state energy features to reliably identify lowpower consumer appliances commonly found in an
office environment. Our proposed method correlates
device energy consumption characteristic and acoustic
activity within an environment to facilitate steady-state
Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) method. In
addition, the acoustic information obtained from the
environment can further be used to identify user’s inefficient energy behavior; detect situations when unattended appliances are consuming energy purposelessly.
In particular we make the following contributions with
our presented research:
• We report performance comparison of steadystate feature sets used in NILM for discerning
low-power office appliances. In our experiment,
we further demonstrate the limitation of using
these feature sets for identifying appliances with
overlapping load signature.
• We investigate the discriminative ability of timedomain and frequency based audio features
for the task of identifying machine and usergenerated acoustical events, and further performs
optimal classification model selection.
• We present a multi-layer decision architecture
that combines acoustic and device energy features
to reliably identify office appliances, providing
increased detection performance for low power
devices with overlapping load signatures compared to existing load monitoring methods that
only rely on steady state signatures derived from
energy consumption measurements.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next section we review related research work, highlighting the limitation of the current approaches. In

Section III we provide an introduction to our proposed
multi-layer decision framework, whereas we present
our experimental evaluations for load identification and
acoustic event recognition in Section IV. Finally, we
provide conclusion and our future work in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The existing approaches to appliance load monitoring
can be classified into two categories: Intrusive and
Non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) respectively.
The intrusive load monitoring makes use of multiple
sensors per appliance to measure its energy consumption. Though we can achieve a high accurate measure
of device energy usage through this approach but high
installation complexity, cost, as well as calibration and
data aggregation are outstanding issues that will not
favor the use of this technique. In contrast to that the
NILM approach as proposed by Hart’s [2]makes use
of feature extraction process to extract load signatures
and apply machine learning algorithms to disaggregate
device specific data from the aggregated data, acquired
using single point measurement. The NILM methods
are further classified into steady-state and transient
methods based on the sampling frequency of the
load signatures. The transient methods require high
sampling rate for acquiring transient signatures that
is shape, size and duration of the transient waveforms
that occur during state transitions. The transient behavior of major appliances is found to be distinct and
researchers [3] [4] [5] show that transient features are
less overlapping in comparison to steady state signatures; providing much higher recognition accuracy
for multi-state and low-power consumer appliances.
However transient methods suffer from drawbacks
such as sensitivity to the wiring architecture of the
target environment and expensive hardware due to
high sampling rate requirement, which both limit the
applicability of this approach [3].
On the other hand the steady state methods identify
devices based on variations in their steady state signatures that are present throughout the steady state
operation of the load such as power (i.e., real power,
reactive power), current and voltage signatures. One
of the advantages of using steady-state method is that
steady-state signatures can easily be extracted using
cheap energy meters. Several commercial solutions
(e.g., Plogg, Kill-A-Watt, and Watts Up) [6] are available in the market that can easily measure steadystate energy consumption characteristic of an appliance
and they have the capability to wirelessly transmit the
data, thus they can form a wireless sensor network.
A similar approach is adopted by Jiang et al. [7]who
provide design and implementation of a wireless sensor based AC Metering (ACME) network architecture
for various power centric applications making use of
steady-state load signature. Nevertheless, it has been
reported in [2] [8] that, appliances with ON/OFF
operating characteristics (e.g. toaster or a lamp) as
well as large loads water heaters, refrigerators have

distinct steady-state signatures but most of the lowpower consumer appliances, as well as devices with
multiple states are hard to recognize due to overlapping
signatures in feature space. Norford [8] tried to reduce
the ambiguous overlapping of steady-state signatures
by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to acquire
harmonic content of the input current. However, this
approach works on a limited number of appliances
whereas accurate recognition of low-power consumer
appliances is still a challenge. The side information
could help in achieving high recognition accuracy such
as, [9]developed an automated annotation system using
external information from ambient sensors along with
energy features, however the drawback is the use of
multiple sensors. Similar to our proposed approach,
in [10] a prototype has been developed that make
use of audio and steady-state signatures for appliance
recognition, however it considers very limited highpower sound emitting residential appliances and did
not include any low-power consumer appliances in
their evaluation.
In this paper, we have proposed a solution that improves low-cost steady-state methods by utilizing side
information acquired from detecting acoustic events
within an environment. The fusion of energy and
acoustic features facilitates the NILM method to reliably detect low-power consumer appliances with
overlapping load signatures, as discussed in the next
section.
III. M ULTI -L AYER D ECISION F RAMEWORK FOR
S MART S ENSING

Fig. 1: Multi-Layer Decision Framework for Smart Sensing

We have already discussed in Section II that steadystate load signatures due to their low-sampling rate
requirement can easily be extracted using cheap energy
meters. However, due to the similarity in the steadystate energy consumption pattern of the low-power
consumer appliances NILM methods fails to perform
well. Therefore, we proposed a multi-layer decision
framework as shown in Figure 1, which combines
information from energy meter and the audio sensor
in order to perform automatic and reliable detection
of low-power consumer appliances. We briefly summarize the functionality of each layer
1) Sensing Layer: The sensing layer consists of an
energy meter installed at a metering point or it can be
a commercially available solution (i.e. Plogg unit [6]),
and an audio sensor. The appliance-specific energy
related information is acquired from the energy meter

whereas the audio sensor provides us with the acoustic
information from the environment. The energy consumption pattern of an active appliance in terms of
current, voltage, real and reactive power draw, together
with real-time acoustic events from the environment
is sensed via the sensing layer. This information is
provided to the detection layer for appliance and
acoustic event recognition.
2) Detection Layer: The detection layer consists of
device detection and acoustic event detection modules
as shown in Figure 1. The functionality of each of
these modules is described below.
a) Device Detection Module (DDM): The Device Detection Module (DDM) performs automatic appliance
recognition using NILM load identification framework
as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: NILM flow diagram for Load Identification

The NILM approach is commonly based on supervised learning, that requires extraction of load signatures and correspondingly labelling it with a device
class to develop a appliance feature database. The
labeled data or the training set is used to train the
recognition algorithms so that any test input can be
classified by matching it with training examples. As
discussed earlier in Section II, research work in the
past indicates that most of the low-power consumer
appliances have similar or overlapping steady-state
load signatures; therefore recognition algorithms fails
to perform well when trained with these features.
The role of DDM is to perform initial detection of
appliances based on the steady-state load signatures
acquired from the energy meter via the sensing layer.
It further identifies the target device classes that are
misclassified during the training phase as demonstrated
in Section IV.A and pass on this information to the
decision layer in order to perform accurate recognition
of these confused classes.
b) Acoustic Event Detection Module (AEDM): The
main functionality of Acoustic Event Detection Module (AEDM) is to perform acoustic event detection for
the acoustic surveillance of the target environment. In
our experimental evaluations as discussed in Section
IV.B, we have considered machine and user-generated
sounds as target acoustical events that most commonly
occur within an office environment.
1)Decision Layer: The decision layer reevaluates the
recognition results for the confused classes identified
by the DDM. In Section IV.A of this paper, we first
demonstrate the limitation of using steady-state load
signatures in recognizing a set of target office appliances. Furthermore, we addressed this challenge in the
decision layer by combining information from AEDM

and DDM to improve the appliance recognition.
2) Inference Layer:The decision layer forward the
appliance state information as well as the acoustic
cues from the environment to the inference layer. The
task of the inference layer is to correlate the acoustic
activity of the environment with that of device activity
in order to develop energy-aware applications such
as user-specific appliance scheduling etc. However,
our experimental evaluation in this paper did not
demonstrate the functionality of the inference layer
which we plan to address in our future work.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATIONS
For experimental evaluation of our proposed architecture as discussed in Section III, we have considered
an office scenario. As for sensing layer, the realtime energy consumption statistics of the nine most
common low-power office appliances are collected
using Plogg [6]unit. Similarly, 12 target acoustical
events which are most likely to occur in an office
scenario including user-generated and machine specific
sounds are included in the sound database. In order
to identify most discriminative feature set for the
task of appliance and acoustic event recognition, we
have performed feature set and classification model
selection experiments in the detection layer. We further
analyze the classification performance of each algorithm that enable us to identify which of appliance and
sound classes are hard to recognize due to ambiguous
overlapping in the feature space. Finally based on the
best feature set obtained from DDM and AEDM, we
perform feature fusion in the decision layer to improve
the low-power device recognition results. Our results
and evaluations have been reported below.
A. DDM: Device Recognition based on Steady-State
Load signatures
1)Feature Extraction: A load or a device signature
is a unique energy consumption pattern of the device
that characterizes its operation and distinguishes it
from other loads also referred to as device features.
The aim of NILM is to perform automatic recognition
of the devices and their operational states based on
their load signatures. However it requires an appliance feature database to be developed as shown in
Figure 2, therefore we have collected six steady-state
load signatures: real power (P), reactive power (Q),
frequency (F), voltage (VRM S ), current (IRM S )) and
phase angle (ϕ), by measuring the energy consumption
target appliances which are listed in Table I.
TABLE I: Target Office Appliances
Class No
Devices
No of Products Operational States
1
Fluorescent Lamp
3
1
2
Incandescent Lamp
2
1
3
Laptops
3
3
4
MAC
1
3
5
LCD Screen
3
2
6
Fan
2
2
7
Mobile Charger
2
1
8
Desktop Computer
2
3
9
Printer
1
2

We have tried to collect diverse samples of data
within each class in order to achieve better generalization. We have included feature samples from four
different laptops, two desktop computers, three mobile
chargers, three LCD screens, one printer, one fan and
three different lamps. It has helped us to identify
intra-class variation of feature values. For example,
we have found out that the real power consumption
of MAC-book is 13W whereas for other laptops it
is around 44W. Similarly within the lamp class, fluorescent lamps and incandescent lamp show different
consumption characteristics. Hence, they are divided
into separate device classes. We end up with nine
different appliance classes as shown in Table I; for
which six different load signatures have been collected.
We combine these load signatures into three different
feature sets as listed in Table II.
TABLE II: Device Feature Set
Feature Set Number
Feature Set 1
Feature Set 2
Feature Set 3

Features
P,Q
I, V, Frequency , Phaseangle
I,V, P,Q,Phaseangle

The selection of features is an important step because
it is often a case that the performance of classifier is
influenced by the presence of redundant features. In
the feature set 1 we have included two most commonly
used device features, real power (P) and reactive (Q),
whereas in feature set 2 we completely neglected the
P and Q features and instead used combination of
VRM S , IRM S , Frequency and Phase angle. We want
to analyze the discriminative ability of these feature
sets for the classification of target appliances. Finally
we combined feature set 1 and feature set 2 neglecting
the Frequency feature because we have found out from
the experimental results that almost all of the devices
listed in Table I have similar high order harmonics in
the range of 49.9-50.1 Hz, thus it has no impact on
the classification performance.
2) Performance Evaluation of Device Feature Sets:
The ability of each of these device feature sets (as
listed in Table II) to discriminate between different
device classes is evaluated by testing them with the
state of the art classification algorithms. k-Nearest
Neighbors (k-NN) because of its simplicity and ease
of implementation is a popular choice for classification
tasks [11], whereas Support Vector Machines (SVM)
due to strong mathematical have proven to be effective in text and audio recognition experiments [12] .
Therefore, we decided to test the performance of each
of these classification algorithms on our target dataset.
We have used MATLAB simulation environment for
offline training and testing of the algorithms. k-NN
uses Euclidean distance as a metric to partition the
data. Thus it is easy to implement because training
phase of the algorithm requires storing feature vectors
and class labels. The new test sample is classified
based on the majority voting of k nearest samples. The
detail description of the algorithm can be found at [11].
On the other hand, SVM is a maximum margin classi-

fier that tries to create a decision boundary between the
two classes. One of major advantages of SVM is that it
can model non-linear decision boundaries by applying
kernel functions (i.e. polynomial, radial basis function
etc.) that converts the non-linear input vector space
to linear by transforming it to a higher-dimensional
feature space. This allows the algorithm to find a
decision boundary in the transformed feature space.
The detail description of the algorithm can be found
at [12]. SVM is originally a binary class classification
algorithm. In order to extend it’s applicability for
multi-class classification problem we have used state
of the art one-against one method. We have tested
SVM with two kernel functions: polynomial with an
exponential value of 2, and Radial Basis Function
(RBF) whereas the gamma value (G) of the RBF kernel
is found out to be 0.01 using 10-fold cross validation.
The overall recognition accuracy of the classifiers
with different configurations is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: DDM Feature Set Recognition Results

As for feature set 1, SVM with RBF kernel showed
worst performance whereas k-NN with k value set to
10 show highest classification performance of 55%.
Nevertheless, it has been found out that almost 45%
percent of instances are misclassified by k-NN classifier due to high overlapping in the feature space and
only six clusters are formed instead of nine. We did not
except high performance from feature set 1 because in
the early research work by Hart [2], devices had been
categorized in the P-Q plane. It was found out that P
and Q feature only works well for identifying high
power devices such as air conditioners, microwave
oven, cookers because they are well separated in the
signature space.However, low power devices such as
lamps, PC, and TV etc. heavily overlap in P-Q plane.
Therefore , in feature set 2 we completely neglected
these two features and used combination of IRM S ,
VRM S , Frequency and Phase angle. The reason for
choosing root mean squared (RMS) values for current
and voltages is that it has already been reported in [13]
that IRM S and VRM S show much higher performance
in comparison to IAV G or IP E AK .
In comparison to feature set 1, SVM and k-NN classifiers show significant improvement in the recognition
accuracy when trained with feature set 1. As for kNN, despite the improvement in recognition accuracy
the classes such as fluorescent lamp, laptop, and
incandescent lamp are highly overlapped because of
similar current and voltage characteristics and hardly

40% of the instances from these classes are correctly
classified. We found no significant improvement in
performance of k-NN classifier when the value of
k has been increased from 1 to 10. On the other
hand SVM classifier with polynomial kernel shows
superior performance over k-NN. In contrast to it,
SVM with RBF kernel show poor performance; unless
the cost function is increased to 100. It is evident from
Figure 3 that increasing the cost function (C) improves
the classification performance for the SVM classifier;
however a SVM classifier with a lower cost function
is highly desirable.
The increase in the value of C minimizes the training
error forcing the decision boundaries to strictly follow
the training data which decreases the generalization
capability of the classifier. The consequence would be
that the classifier would perform poorly if the test data
is even slightly different from the training data which
is always the case in a real-world scenario. As discussed earlier, we have observed that there is already
a lot of variation in the data within each device class,
thus a classifier with a good generalization capability
is preferred. Therefore we decided to select an SVM
model with high recognition accuracy and lower cost
function; that is SVM classifier with polynomial kernel
function having a cost value of 1.
The selected SVM model in combination with feature
set 2, despite achieving overall recognition accuracy
above 80%, less than 60% of MAC instances are correctly classified as they are confused with incandescent
lamp test samples. Similarly 50% test instances from
LCD screen class are misclassified as laptops. For the
feature set 3 we carried out experiments by neglecting
the frequency feature and found no difference in results
because the target appliances selected for this experiment has similar harmonics. Neglecting the frequency
feature, we combined P,Q, IRM S ,VRM S , and phase
angle to form feature set 3.
The highest recognition accuracy of 89% is obtained
using feature set 3 with SVM classifier (kernel = poly,
cost =1) as shown in Figure 3. There is almost an 8%
increase in accuracy in comparison to feature set 2,
which highlight the fact that redundant feature, which
in our case is frequency feature has a direct impact
on the classification performance. On the other hand
we found no significant improvement in results for
k-NN classifier. In order to analyze the recognition
results in detail, we have computed the Confusion
Matrix (CM) using the best classification model that
is SVM classifier (kernel = poly, cost =1) as shown
in Table III. The bold values in the diagonal represent
the recognition accuracy of respective class, whereas
the row values in parallel show how a particular class
is confused with other classes. Each of the device
class is represented by a class number as shown
in Table I. The confusion matrix provides an easy
visualization of device classes that are confused during
the classification. Out of 9 device classes, 5 of them

achieve recognition accuracy above 85% using feature
set 3.
However MAC, lamp incandescent, Laptop, and LCD
Screen are the 4 device classes that are misclassified
by our best classification model. The test instances of
MAC device class is confused with incandescent lamp
device category whereas LCD screen test instances
are confused with laptop and desktop computers as
shown in Table III. In order to minimize the confusion
amongst identified classes, we apply our new proposed
feature set with the SVM classification model as
demonstrated in Section IV.C.
TABLE III: Confusion Matrix OF SVM Classifier (KER =
POLY, COST = 2, C=1) Using FEATURE SET 3
CM 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1 85.3 2.4 7.3
0
0
5
0
0
0
2
0 65.7 0
0
0
0
10 24.3 0
3 14.8 0 80.2 0
0
5
0
0
0
4
0
0.8
0 99.2 0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0 100 0
0
0
0
6
0
0
4.4
0
0 95.6
0
0
0
7 3.32 0 3.31 0
0
0 93.37 0
0
8
0 20.8 0
0
0
0
0
79.2 0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 100

B. AEDM: Acoustic Event Detection in an office Environment
As discussed earlier, the role of AEDM is to perform
acoustic monitoring of the environment. We have
included user-specific acoustic events together with
machines sound in our target sound classes as we
have considered an office scenario. It allows us to test
the performance of our classification models based on
audio feature sets, for recognizing machine sounds in
the presence of user-generated sounds.
1)Feature Extraction: We have developed an offline
classification system, where MATLAB is chosen as
a simulation environment for audio feature extraction
and classification. We have decided to include 8 user
generated and 4 machine generated acoustical events
as target sound classes for our experiment as shown in
Table IV.
TABLE IV: Target Acoustical Events
User-specific AE
Source Samples
Chair Moving
I
12
Clapping
RWCP+I 100+7
Cough
I
47
Door Slam
I
80
Laughter
I
26
Music
I
38
Sneeze
I
40
Speech
ShaTR
52
Machine Sounds
Source Samples
9
Keyboard typing
I
45
10 Printer Active Mode
I+R
20
11
Mouse Click
I+R
13
12 Scanner Active Mode
I+R
20

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

There is a lack of sound data especially for machine
sounds, therefore we have not obtained samples
from the internet (I), ShATR Multiple Simultaneous
Speaker Corpus [14],as well as we have recorded

machine sounds using a microphone (indicated by R)
as shown in Table IV. Only clapping sound samples
belong to Real World Computing Partnership (RWCP)
sound scene database [14]. The right most column of
Table IV indicates the number of samples included
in the sound database. Each sample has duration
of almost 1 minute. In the pre-processing step we
downsampled sound data to 8 kHz, normalized it
in range of [-1 1] and frame-based segmentation is
performed (frame length = 128, overlapping 50%
Hamming window). We have removed the silence
portion and further extracted the audio features
within each frame. The time-domain features include
Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), Short Time Energy
(STE), Fundamental Frequency (F), and Sub-band
log energies (SLE). The details of each of them
can be found at [14]. As for frequency based audio
features we have computed 12 mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) for each frame. The application
of a second order filter H(z) = z − z −1 at the output
of mel-scaled filter bands provide us with Frequency
Filter Band Energies (FFBE) which is found out to be
more discriminative than MFCC for the task of speech
recognition [15]. We have combined time-domain and
FFT based features into three feature sets, whereas
content and size of each feature vector is shown in
Table V.

Fig. 4: Performance of Audio Feature sets for Acoustic Event
Detection

we have computed CM and found out that the cough,
laughter and sneeze are the most confused classes for
the category of user-specific acoustical events. The
feature set F3 however performs well in comparison
to F1 and F2 in recognizing these confused classes.
A comparison of GMM and SVM based classification models for the task of detecting user generated
sounds has also been reported in [14], however our
experimental evaluation also considers the presence
of machine sounds within the environment. Albeit,
SVM still outpeforms GMM in our scenario as well.In
Figure 5, we report the performance of each feature
set using SVM classification model for the task of
identifying these machine specific acoustical events.

TABLE V: Audio Feature Set
No
1
2
3

Feature Set
F1
F2
F3

Contents
ZCR+STE+F+SLE
E+MFCC
FFBE

Size
8
13
13

2)Performance Evaluation of Audio Feature Sets:
In order to evaluate the performance each of the
audio feature sets listed in Table V, we trained SVM
and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) for classification of target acoustical events. For SVM, after
experimentation RBF was found out to be the optimal
kernel function with a G value of 0.001. GMM on
the other hand is widely used in applications such as
speech and music recognition. GMM tries to estimate
the underlying probability density functions of the
observations assuming that they can be modeled with
mixture of Gaussians. We have tried fixed and variable
number of Gaussians per class and the best results
were achieved using variable mixture components for
each sound class as the amount of data in each class
is different. The detail description of GMM algorithm
can be found at [16]. Figure 6 clearly shows that,
for all three feature sets SVM classification model
outperforms GMM.The highest overall recognition accuracy achieved is 89% using frequency based feature
set F3 in combination with SVM classifier.Despite
achieving high overall recognition accuracy, it is not
a true indicator of classifier performance due to data
unbalance issue as discussed earlier.
Therefore, in order to analyze the results in detail,

Fig. 5: Machine Sound Recognition results using SVM
Model

Although, F3 achieve an overall high recognition
accuracy for all the target sound classes, however we
can clearly see from Figure 5 that in comparison to
F3, printer and scanner sounds are more accurately
recognized using feature set F2. In contrast to it F3
performs much better than F2 and F1 for recognizing
keyboard typing and mouse click sound. From this, we
can conclude that not every feature sets works best for
each sound class. The recognition of these machine
sound will faciliate the device detection method as
discussed below.
C. Decision Layer: Feature Fusion of Device and
Acoustic Features
In the decision layer, we further improve the
classification accuracy of those low-power consumer
appliances which are hard to reliably classify due
to overlapping of steady-state load signatures as
demonstrated in Section IV.A. The experimental
results obtained in the DDM showed that MAC,
Laptop, LCD Screen and Incandescent lamp are
the most confused classes. Two of the devices that

include MAC and Laptop have a common acoustic
signature that is the sound of keyboard typing. In this
experimental evaluation, we assume that whenever
the user is using a laptop or a MAC device he will
generate a keyboard typing sound. Our AEDM can
detect and classify this machine sound as already
demonstrated in Section IV.B. The decision module
can reevaluate the result obtained from the DDM
by correlating the machine sound with the device
features. Therefore, we propose to generate a new
feature set that combines the audio feature with
the device feature acquired from DDM and AEDM
respectively.. From our previous experiment, SVM
was found out to be the best classifier in the DDM,
therefore we decided to train the same classifier with
our new feature set FAD that is defined as
FAD = Feature set 3 (DDM) + F3(AEDM) (1)
The new feature set FAD combines the best feature
set selected from the device recognition and the acoustic event recognition experiments respectively.

Fig. 6: Comparison of FAD and Feature Set 3 for classification of Confused classes using SVM(ker = poly, exp =2,
cost =1)

The fusion of acoustic feature with device feature
easily separates the MAC and Laptop from incandescent lamp and LCD screen respectively in the feature
space. We compared the performance of FAD with
feature set 3 which is found out to be the best steadystate feature set in the DDM.It is quite evident from the
results shown in Figure 6 that our proposed feature set
outperforms feature set 3 ; increasing the recognition
accuracy of the confused classes almost by 16%.
V. C ONCLUSION A ND F UTURE W ORK
This paper has discussed a multi-layer decision
framework for smart energy sensing that improves the
device recognition accuracy of low-power consumer
appliances by combining steady-state load features
with audio features derived from the device usage. We
investigated the use of time-domain and FFT based audio feature sets for recognizing acoustic activity within
an office environment. We found out that FFBE are
more discriminative than MFCC based audio features
for most of the target sound classes used in the experiment, however few of the machine sounds are best
recognized by MFCC based audio feature. SVM was
found out to be the best classification model for both
audio and device recognition tasks. In future, we will
remove our assumptions made in the decision layer,

and implement reasoning strategies in the inference
layer for device usage context recognition.
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